Digital Resources for the Old Testament

1. **Denver Library Catalog; DC Library Catalog**

2. **Denver Journal**: reviews and essays focusing on biblical and theological studies, includes the Old and New Testament bibliographies, see current volume.

3. **EBSCO Databases**
   a. **Old Testament Abstracts Online**: index and abstracts for journal articles, monographs, multi-author works, and software related to Old Testament studies
   b. **Atla Religion Database with AtlaSerials PLUS**: over 2.8 million records including full-text articles and reviews from 490+ journals, also essays and book records in all fields of religion and theology
   c. **AtlaSerials, Religion Collection**: full-text records and citations from 350+ journals, both PDFs and searchable text of articles and reviews in all fields of religion and theology
   d. **Academic Search Premiere**: multi-disciplinary database of peer-reviewed full-text and abstracts of journal articles

4. **Digital Theological Library**
   a. **DTL Biblical Studies Resources**: DTL’s LibGuide of databases, academic journals, commentaries and reference works
   b. **DTL Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic Resources**: grammars and lexicons available in the DTL
   c. **DTL Textual Criticism**: there is a section on “eBooks: Hebrew Bible Textual Criticism” on the right hand side.
   d. **DTL Hebrew Bible/Old Testament Commentaries**: search by the books of the Old Testament at the top of the page for links to many commentaries available in the DTL
   e. **DTL Pentateuch**: links to important eBooks and journal articles on the first five books of the Hebrew Bible; does not include commentaries
   f. **DTL Historical Books**: links to some of the important DTL eBooks and journal articles on the historical books of the Hebrew Bible; does not include commentaries
   g. **DTL Prophets**: links to some of the important DTL eBooks and journal articles on the major and minor prophets; does not include commentaries
   h. **DTL Deuterocanon/Apocrypha**: commentaries in the DTL by book and general works on the Apocrypha
   i. **Oxford Handbooks Online in the DTL**: 2,700+ articles related to the Old Testament reviewing key issues and debates
   j. **BAS Library in the DTL**: 7,000+ full-text articles and 22,000 captioned images related to Biblical archeology
   k. **Society of Biblical Literature Bible Odyssey**: latest historical and literary research on key people, places, and passages of the Bible
   l. **Online Responsa Project**: largest collection of Torah literature, including the Talmud Bavli and Talmud Yerushalmi with commentaries, Midrash, Zohar, Halachic Law (Rambam, Shulchan Aruch with commentaries), the Talmudic Encyclopedia etc.
   m. **Talmud Text Online Database**: searchable Talmud manuscripts
   n. **DTL Dead Sea Scrolls**: important reference works, journals, digital databases, and transcriptions of the scrolls
   o. **Project Muse in the DTL**: books and journals from over 200 university presses and scholarly societies, commentaries from Jewish Publication Society, Augsburg Fortress, and more
p. Brill Textual History of the Bible in the DTL: cross-searchable platform of information regarding the textual history, textual character, translation techniques, manuscripts, and the importance of each textual witness for each book of the Hebrew Bible
q. Loeb Digital Classical Library in the DTL: entire collection of Harvard Press’ Loeb Classical Library of most important works of classical literature available in bilingual (Greek-English or Latin-English); constantly updated, helpful in understanding the Greco-Roman world during 2nd Temple Judaism and the rise of Christianity.

5. Old Testament Text, Translations and Traditions
   a. German Bible Society text
      i. Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS)
      ii. Septuagint (LXX)
      iii. Biblia Sacra Vulgata
   b. New English Translation of the Septuagint (NETS)
   c. The Comprehensive Aramaic Lexicon “The CAL is a text base of the Aramaic texts in all dialects from the earliest (9th Century BCE) through the 13th Century CE.”
   d. Vetus Testamentum Hebracium by Kennicott Volume one and Volume two: medieval Hebrew witnesses to the Old Testament
   e. Derossi’s Variae lectiones Veteris Testamenti librorum Volume One, two, three, four and five. Derossi is a supplement to Kennicott’s work. All Volumes are free on Google play books.
   f. Digital Dead Sea Scrolls: Digital collection of
   g. Frederick Field’s edition on Origen’s Hexapla, Volume one, and Volume two.

6. Ancient Near East
   a. Ancient world Digital Library (AWDL) NYU/ISAW
      i. Studies in the history and culture of the ancient Near East
      ii. Papyrology
      iii. Egyptology
      iv. Assyriology
      v. Hittitology
      vi. Ancient Judaism
   b. Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago: full-text eBooks relating to the Hebrew Bible
   c. Rutgers eBethArke: The Syriac Digital library: resources on the Fertile Crescent

7. DTL Databases
   a. JSTOR in the DTL: articles and books; search by specific title and/or author
   b. ProQuest Academic Complete in the DTL: eBooks including many on the New Testament
   c. ProQuest Religion Database in the DTL: primarily full-text, international journals for diverse religious and spiritual studies, including titles from global religious publishing bodies and non-denominational organizations

8. Theses and Dissertations
   a. TREN: theses, dissertations from Denver Seminary and over 135 institutions and conference papers from the Evangelical Theological Society and other academic societies
   b. ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global: most comprehensive collection of dissertations and theses from around the world, millions of works from thousands of universities; full-text coverage spans from 1743 to the present, with citation coverage dating back to 1637
   c. American Doctoral Dissertations: open dissertations from 2002-present
d. **ETHOS**: Doctoral research theses in open access from the UK

e. **DART**: European universities’ open access research theses

9. General Resources

a. **Biblical Bibliography of Lausanne**: search by category for journal articles from many leading academic journals in biblical studies, no full-text

b. **BILDI (Documentation for Biblical Literature Innsbruck)**: similar to Biblical Bibliography of Lausanne: limited to biblical studies including many journals not found in JSTOR or ProQuest, no full-text

c. **Theological Commons**: public domain books and journals on theology and religion provided by Princeton Theological Seminary

d. **BiblicalStudies.org.UK**: journals, monographs

e. **African Journal Archive**: journal archive from publishers and societies on the continent, some Old Testament

f. **Religions and Theological Abstracts**: abstracts of articles in scholarly journals covering religion and theology, including Christian, Jewish, and other world religions

g. **SBL Handbook of Style in the DTL**: 2014, 2nd edition

h. **WorldCat**: books and other materials in libraries worldwide; use to search for specific item or a very targeted search

10. Ancient Language fonts

a. **SBL Downloadable Fonts and keyboards**
   i. **Greek Font**
   ii. **SBL Hebrew Font**
   iii. **SBL Transliteration font**

b. **Logos original language Keyboards** for windows